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Use the non elastic string to measure the length of your cape, 
starting from very top of your head. Add three inches to the 
length. Cut off and tie your fabric marker on one end.

Layout your fabric on the floor with the wrong side facing up.

Place the non-elastic string that you just cut across the top of 
fabric so that the end with the marker touches the corner. Like 
illustrated on the right. Pin the other end of the string down.

Carefully drag the marker around the fabric to make a half circle.

Cut along the marked line and fold the piece in half.

Measuring the hood:

Width: Measure from the back of the head to the tip of the nose
(straight not wrapped) and add five inches to the width.

Length: Measure from top of the head down to the base of neck. 
Where you neck and shoulder meets.Add five inches to the length.

Using a half inch allowance, sew top part and one side close.

Leave the other two sides open.

This pattern is for personal use only and may not be sold in any form.

Hooded Cape

- non-elastic string                                            - ribbons for ties
- fabric                                                                 - fabric marker 
(yards depending on your size)

Materials:

by: Teresa Franco
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Grab the folded half circle.

Take the hood and place it on top of the half circle.

Pull the hood down until the corners touches the sides of the 
folded half circle.

Mark and cut off the tip of the half circle.

Using a half inch allowance, sew the two pieces together.

Hem all raw edges .

Add you ties to the front, where the body and hood meets.

This pattern is for personal use only and may not be sold in any form.

Hooded Cape
by: Teresa Franco


